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Reclaiming the past: lessons for `cluster' policy
``Everything important has already been said by someone who did not discover it.''
A N Whitehead (1956)
Over the past two decades economic geography has become dominated by an
increasingly hegemonic institutionalist model of local economic growth born of views
on the second industrial divide, the shift from Fordism to flexible accumulation, and
the creation of new industrial spaces. At its heart lies the conviction that economies
are socially constructed and that they operate through networked relationships
shaped by social regulation and local institutions. It is a powerful discourse that
has been strengthened by repetition and the accretion of ever-thicker layers of
contingency. Local economic growth, it is now contended, is predicated on net-
worked, trust-based relationships, that are the very stuff of social capital, that
stimulate knowledge mobilisation and transfer, learning, inventiveness, and innova-
tion. And, when all this combines to produce increased productivity, we have global
competitiveness, the magic of clusters, and an instant planning prescription that
smiles encouragingly on endogenous growth, with the underlying implication that all
people and places can be the authors of their own fates. The achievement is impres-
sive: the seamless transmogrification of a radical critique of capitalism into a
universalised, neoliberal policy prescription for growth.
In the exuberance of this project, a major casualty has been the earlier now
forgotten literature that has either been systematically ignored or written out of main-
stream discourse on the nature and dynamics of local economies. We believe that such
an omission is unfortunate because, were economic geographers to engage more fully
with this literature, then we would need to qualify our current stream of thought with
significant caveats. The point we wish to make here is that the long heritage of research
that informs our understanding of local economic growth deserves a much closer
reading than a cursory laudatory reference to Marshallian `industrial atmosphere'
and Polanyi's social construction of economies. The half-lives of papers are forever
shortening (and who remembers that Stoddart made this point in 1967!) with the result
that significant works have slipped from the citation circles so evident in geography's
journals. Perhaps it is time to revisit those works with a degree of humility rather than
derision. In particular, detailed insights into what now would be called `clusters'can be
found in the work of a group of researchers working in the West Midlands of the
United Kingdom (once the type-example of industrial agglomeration) in the 1920s
and 1930s. The most prominent of the group were arguably Paul Sargant Florence
(1933; 1948; 1961; The West Midlands Group, 1948), Michael Wise (1949), and Michael
Beesley (1955; 1957). It is their work we use to make our point.
Sargant Florence used carefully compiled statistics and interviews with industrial-
ists and key informants to paint a picture for the interwar years of the 1920s and 1930s
of intense specialisation and localisation of, principally, engineering-related industries
in Birmingham and the Black Country. The district was shown to have a propensity to
spawn new businesses, to be innovative, to have skilled labour and to be the preserve of
the small or medium-sized enterprise (then labelled `the small man'). The firms were
embedded in local production and supply chains (local `vertical' `horizontal' and
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emergent car industry. Firms were dependent on the local community of businesses of
which they were a part, serving local demand (and, as a consequence, being viewed as
`immobile' in postwar planning terms). Here also was intense competition and the
more frequent application of the profit motive through all stages of the production
chain. In embryo, therefore, all the elements of Porter's competitive diamond had been
recognised in the West Midlands over forty years earlier. And here, as with Porter's
model, was an implicit dynamic of success achieved through local networking as an
alternative to the advantages of large-scale production.
But, it is the dynamics of enterprise clustering that the neglected West Midlands
literature demonstrates most clearly. Current studies, at least in the geographic litera-
ture, tend to infer cluster dynamics by selecting `successful' clusters and inferring
that the processes operating now are the processes that generated that success. The
older literature suggests something different. The approach was more `firm' focused,
emphasising business ties as `linkages' and placing growth in the context of change
viewed through the lens of economic history. Though clearly there are theoretical
underpinnings to the work, these are far from the bloated theoretical and ontological
claims of contemporary economic geography.
The first exploration of cluster dynamics in the West Midlands was in Wise's (1949)
classic paper on the evolution of the jewellery and gun quarters in Birmingham.
Specifically, Wise went beyond Sargant Florence's statistical description to consider
the ``cultural landscape and regional character of these quarters'' (page 61). The study
identified the individuals, events, and circumstances that created and sustained the two
quarters, and the `masters', `factors', outworkers,`small men', families, and errand boys
who shaped and were shaped by the ebb and flow of trade, investment, and innovation
through them. Here, again in embryo, is the social construction of economy put centre
stage in the workings of the West Midlands `cluster' in the interwar years.
It is Beesley's (1955; 1957) neglected studies of the interwar West Midlands' car
industries that provide some of the most penetrating insights into `cluster dynamics'ö
studies that would now fall under the rubrics of `new industrial space', `industrial
districts', `regional innovation systems', `innovative milieus', and so on. However, they
differ in one important way from many current studies of clusters. Beesley's work is
not a snapshot, static cross section of a district's activities from which a dynamic
is inferred. It is, instead, a careful appraisal of company trajectories, a classic piece
of economic history in which the devil is in the detail. He paints a detailed picture of
industrial inception and innovation in the West Midlands as the car industry developed
in the interwar years from the cluster's engineering skills and specialisations, and as
people identified investment opportunities in Midlands towns like Wolverhampton.
He goes on to detail the flight of car assemblers, and to a lesser extent car components
makers, to the `new industrial spaces' of the time in Luton, Oxford, and Dagenham.
He explains the shift as flight from the restrictions of a skilled labour force and the aim
to exploit mass production techniques using the malleable, unskilled labour of areas
with little or no manufacturing tradition. He explores the failure of the car assembly
industry in Wolverhampton, for example, in terms of the preoccupation of local
manufacturers with innovation. This was interpreted as a sort of restless preoccupation
with technological improvement that made local business owners and investors shy
away from the perceived risks of mass production, especially from sinking major
investment into just one product. Instead, they used skill-based small production
runs and continuous technological improvement as a tried and tested, but by the
1930s obsolete, hedge against failure.
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Midlands `small man' industrial system was loath to take. Those risks were successfully
overcome by firms that built near monopoly positions, established technical leadership,
and used female labour. The electrical components sector and the Lucas company were
beacons in this respect. They succeeded by bringing to the West Midlands business
practices and a system of production that were completely alien.
Beesley's thesis was simple but radically different from current cluster prescriptions:
``...the complex of [West Midlands] metal industries...[is] a structure favourable to
the initial development of innovations, but, by its very success in that regard, [is]
unfavourable to the full development of certain of them'' (page 53).
Indeed, work on the West Midlands in the 1970s and 1980s (Taylor, 1976; Taylor and
Thrift, 1982) showed through repeat surveys of a panel of firms that `success' in terms
of business survival and employment growth involved firms breaking out of local
transaction structures and so-called local structural embeddedness.
Now, forty-five years on from Beesley's analyses, his arguments are reemerging as
the current recession in Silicon Valley is explained in terms of that region's ability to
create but not sustain information technology (IT) businesses (The Economist 2003).
The limits of the Valley's `innovation habitat' appear to have been reached. It
can incubate and commercialise new technology but it is less good at the consolida-
tion, integration, and execution that users of IT are looking for now. And, to our
great surprise, more standardised production is shifting to pastures newö`offshore',
`near-shore', and elsewhere.
We have no doubt that economic geographers will continue to develop increasingly
elaborate stories to account for the perceived contingency of contemporary capitalism.
However, we would counsel caution before we add more layers of contingence to
the dominant institutionalist project. There exists a forgotten literature, of which that
on the West Midlands is just a fragment, that cautions against current `cluster'-based
theorizing and policy prescriptions. Obviously, from the perspective of current research
assessment demands, there might appear to be more value added in writing new and
fashionable theory. But, we contend that sections of this forgotten literature offer
substantial and significant insights. They also serve as a serious reality check in the
framing of cluster policies, not least in the West Midlands, as Regional Development
Authorities fumble their way forward. If economic geography is serious about inform-
ing regional economic policy it needs to consider past literature and experience more
seriously rather than conjecturing only new theoretical futures.
Michael Taylor, Paul Plummer
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Why we let each other down
We know (boy, do we ever know) that academics have not escaped the demands for
increased productivity. From the recurrent and regular rounds of assessment and
other litmus tests for `excellence' (Readings, 1996) in US universities and colleges,
to the infamous and apparently fateful Research Assessment Exercise in Britain, it
seems we geographers are caught up in spiraling sets of pressures and imperatives.
We have to publish more (in the right places); and more often; teach more `FTEs'
(units of personsöthings that used to be known as students who had names); run
assessment exercises and fill out long formsöprocesses that often require consider-
able translation work, plus a suspension of critical theorization in order to get them
completed (Strathern, 2000a; 2000b). Add to this the important and probably good
fact that many academics are no longer living the Fordist domestic life. Many
geographers are sharing the work of running households and families of all sorts,
of the labor of care (for children, partners, parents, and so on), as well as taking time
to work for causes outside the academy (whether it is the local school board, a
community organization, a peace movement, or whatever). All this adds up to a lot
of work; a lot of commitments filling up our diaries (or our palm pilots), and
competing for our attention. Who doesn't feel that they haven't enough time in the
week to prepare really well for lectures and classes, to complete the writing for which
the deadline is looming (or maybe has passed), to give students the attention and
feedback they need, to put effort into urgent administrative and collegial efforts at the
department, college, or university level? Oh, and while you're at it, could you get
the shopping on the way home, and be ready to adjust everything when your kid gets
sick and has to be taken to the clinic or just (just?) cuddled for a day or two?
What kind of preparation is the PhD for all of this? PhD students are commonly
given stipendsöoften fellowships, which require no teaching or research duties beyond
the student's own dissertation or thesis work. Doctoral students commonly spend a
year or more (usually more!) in a relatively self-absorbed state of complete focus upon
a single tasköresearching and writing the dissertation. This is what we hope for them,
at any rate. Once they have proven they can do well (maybe even `excellently') at
this task, they get a job [we hope (Nelson and Watt, 1999)] and are suddenly thrust
into the rather Hobbesian world of (as Oprah so unironically puts it) multitasking,
and multitasking like they've never seen before. Of course, I should be clear that, for
many of us, some of the most enduring joys of working in academe come precisely
from the social and intellectual engagements entailed in being a colleague; from
working within a collective endeavor, rather than as a singular writer or researcher.
However, there is also considerable joy in simply being able to wake up, and proceed
to read and write for several consecutive days. This appears to most academics
(at least in my university) as an unattainable luxuryöat least one that is typically
deferred until the end of term and so-called vacation time. Many new academic
geographers are quite unprepared for this kind of time-crunch. Some of us manage
the crunch better than others. Some of us multitask away with seeming ease, while
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state of `balance' in our work and personal lives. We each (I guess) come to some
accommodation with ourselves and others about how to live in this scenario, and I
presume most of us do so in ways that are satisfyingöotherwise we wouldn't still be
lecturers and professors, we'd be trying our hands at something else by now.
However, there are costs to this life. I think of those acknowledgements in the
fronts of impressive booksöthe ones that always sadden me with their shorthand
glimpses into a world in which the production of the book was enabled by someone
else's sacrifice. Some other person or persons seem always to have either gone without
the writer's company and/or to have done things (the dishes, raising kids, sending
birthday cards, looking after Granny?) that the writer feels he or she should have
done. Apparently, the writer's other has taken on more work in order to free up the
writer for the higher purpose of scholarshipörealized in the form of the book. There
are also costs exacted that are more internal to scholarship itself. Here I am thinking
of the way in which we let each other down because we are simply too busy or
overcommitted to play our part in the interactions that we rely on in scholarship,
or too busy to keep our promises of engagement. We turn down the opportunity to
review interesting papers that editors ask us to reviewöbecause they appear, in our
busy lives, to take on the qualities of the proverbial `last straw'; we evaluate potential
involvement in intellectual projects according to whether or not they will give us
the best return for our time (employing and internalizing the hierarchy of products
used in assessment exercises, for example); and we jealously guard our timeöclustering
appointments and husbanding the few blank spaces in our diaries to make space/time
for our own thoughts.
The worst (and most damaging) symptoms of this situation, though, are in the
increasingly uncivil behaviors we exhibit toward our colleagues. What do I mean? I
mean, for example, the larger than ever number of no-shows at the recent Association
of American Geographers meetings in New Orleans. Some people simply did not turn
up to give their paper or panel presentation. In some cases this was with no advance
apology to the session organizer or other participants; no apparent compunction. Not
the most evil thing a person can doöbut certainly a rude and inconsiderate way to
behave toward colleagues. Of course, in some cases the person may have become ill.
Generally though, I suppose this behavior to be the result of the pressures I discussed
above. The people who didn't show up (some of whom were at the conference itself),
probably simply had `too much on their plates'. Other related symptomatic behaviors
include not producing agreed-upon work by agreed-upon deadlines. I am guilty of
this. Such lateness more than inconveniences othersöit can delay projects and cost
colleagues the very indicators of productivity they need to demonstrate their worth in
terms of their own assessment programs. I am also aware that this sort of behavior
affects those who are pretenure more than those of us who are relatively secure in our
livelihoods. Another example of the unfortunate effects of overcommitting is when a
colleague agrees to visit a distant campus to give a talk or a seminar, long in advance
of the planned visit, then finds him or herself incredibly busy and stressed out during
the time he or she is supposed to fly off somewhere, and so he or she pulls out of the
commitment to the hosting colleagues at the last minute. This seems to be happening
more and more. Of course, there are always accidents, illnesses, and natural disasters
of one sort or another that can throw the best-laid plans to the wind. But there are also
those sheepish or not so sheepish last-minute excuses given to far-away colleagues that,
I suspect, really come from the individually felt time^space compression induced by
overcommittment. Such last-minute absences cost in a literal and, in these fiscally tight
times, monetary way. Departments are left paying for unused nonrefundable airline
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already printed, or syllabi already distributed. But what is also lost is the whole point
of the invitation in the first placeöa chance to engage one another as colleagues
about our ideas, research, practices, and concerns. Perhaps even more significantly,
Katharyne Mitchell (1999) has argued (in these very pages) that there is a likely
connection between overwork, multitasking expectations, and sloppy scholarshipö
including plagiarism. I think she is right to make this connection and to highlight
the complexifying nature of technology (particularly the availability of manipulable
electronic text materials) in all this.
So, here I go, sounding like some old curmudgeon whining about the decline of
professional and collegial courtesy and civility, and I admit there is some of that in this
commentary. But I am also trying to situate all of this. It doesn't excuse my own bad
behavior (nor anyone else's) completely. But it might be helpful if we could figure out
the concatenation of institutional, social, and economic pressures that frame (if not
cause) the many ways we let each other down so badly and so often.
Sue Roberts
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